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is in con
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appeal that 
soul just as 

it is in its sinful state, this assumption is not justified by the 
facts. An appeal on a lower basis, coming down to the ordi
nary experience and level of life, and throwing upon that the 
illumination of the Divine Spirit and the light of conscience and 
the natural reason, often makes a much deeper practical impres-
sion than the presentation of R€rd. This is 
too remote erdinary currents and motive. 
When preser€ted reay,Christ is "a dry ground; 
he hath no comeliness; and bim, there is 
no beauty desire him" Rev.). It is 
generally only when the soul has been instructed, made con
scious of its deep spiritual needs and the meaning of its woes, 
and helped out of its ordinary moods, that the story of Christ 
becomes influential. As men ordinarily are, in Christian lands, 
and even in our Christian churches and homes, the supreme 
spiritual tbeappeal that mcbee Peepest impres-
sion and is to lead to decisive of 
destiny-is, question far 
away from is this prior 
vital decisio" deter,r,ines what himself will 
have when he is subsequently consciously brought before the 
soul. Now, not to recognize that the supreme appeal is the 
one that comes with supreme power, rather than the one that 
presents the supreme object, and that this supreme power is, 
in connection with an appeal that comes down to the soul, 
most eifectioRb zlctual stress aeb of its daily 
life, leads to impeachment probation, 
and the supplement it bb - an 

to come. 












































